
Learning from Home – Year 1 Term 4 Week 2

Monday
Daily Check in
● Open Seesaw Class to read your Daily Message from your teacher
● Check in with your teacher by completing the Daily Check In google form. This will show your attendance for the day.
● Optional Zoom Lesson at 10.30am. The link to the lesson will be posted to seesaw. Explicit teaching focus of zoom - spelling sound & weekly overview.

English
Reading
Select a reader
from your PM
Reader App or a
book you have
at home.

Before you read
your story,
predict what you
think the story
will be about.
What clues/
evidence from
the story leads
you to make
your prediction?
eg the title of the
story or
something in the
picture

Record your
prediction using

Writing
Brainstorming and
Planning
Planning is an important
part of writing a
persuasive text. We need
to understand what we
think about a topic and
why we think this before
we can start writing.

Using the template, write 3
ways that we use planning
in our lives, e.g. trips to
Queensland, building a
playhouse, designing a
website, etc.

Watch the Persuasive
Writing For Kids: Planning
and Pre Writing video:
https://safesha.re/2ppd

Think back to the The
True Story of the Three

Spelling/
Grammar
Soundwaves
unit 30
Brainstorm
‘z’ words
using the
worksheet in
the resource
pack. Try to
think of at
least 15
words.

Maths: Money
Warm Up: Watch Australian currency coins and notes video.

You will need your DET Login to view the video.
https://online.clickview.com.au/libraries/videos/3713563/australi
an-currency-coins-and-notes

Collect ten 10c coins and use the coins to determine how much
more is needed to equal $1.00.

1. Make 30c, how much more is needed to equal $1.00?
2. Make 60c, how much more is needed to equal $1.00?
3. Make 90c, how much more is needed to equal $1.00?
4. Make 40c, how much more is needed to equal $1.00?
5. Make 20c, how much more is needed to equal $1.00?

Maths Activity 1: Australian Coins
Find a collection of Australian coins and discuss with a family
member what you notice.
Think about:

- The animals
- Colour of the coins
- Order them from least value to most
- Size and shape

Complete the worksheet ‘Match the missing coins’. Take a
photo and upload it to Seesaw.

PDHPE
Watch Joe Wick’s 5 minute workout
below. Each exercise is performed
for 40 seconds, with a 20-second
rest in-between.

https://safesha.re/2pov

Ball skills
For the following 7 Activities you will
need a ball which bounces- it can
be any type of ball you have at
home. A handball, tennis ball or
basketball.
Skill 1
Throw the ball up and make a 360
degree turn (full circle). Catch it
before it bounces. Change
direction. Can you do a 720 degree
turn?
Skill 2
Throw the ball up and make a 360
degree turn. let it bounce before
you catch it. Change direction. Can
you do a 720 degree turn?

https://safesha.re/2ppd
https://online.clickview.com.au/libraries/videos/3713563/australian-currency-coins-and-notes
https://online.clickview.com.au/libraries/videos/3713563/australian-currency-coins-and-notes
https://safesha.re/2pov


the voice record
feature in
Seesaw or write
in your book.

Little Pigs video from last
week. Remember that the
wolf was trying to
persuade us to agree with
his point of
view.

Using the same template,
write about situations
where you might need to
persuade others, e.g.
persuading a friend to play
a certain game,
persuading a parent to
cook a particular meal,
persuading a teacher to
do a special activity.

Remember to re-read
your writing and check
for:
❏ C - Capital letters 
❏ U - Understanding, Does it
make sense?
❏ P - Punctuation
❏ S - Spelling/

Spaces

Take a picture of your
work and upload it to
Seesaw.

Maths Activity 2:
How many ways can you make 20c?
How many different ways can you make 50c?
How many different ways can you make $1?
How many different ways can you make $2?
Draw each combination and upload a photo of your work to
Seesaw.

Something harder:
How many ways could you make $25?
Draw each combination and upload a photo of your work to
Seesaw.

Mathletics online task
Complete the assigned Mathletics activity
https://www.mathletics.com/au/

Skill 3
Throw the ball under one leg and
then up towards your hands to
catch it -change legs regularly.
Skill 4
Throw the ball up in the air and clap
once before you catch it. How many
times can you clap before you
catch?
Skills 5-7
Are all based on the number 7.
Starting at 7 and working down to 1,
complete each throwing and
catching activity in order without
dropping the ball. if you make a
mistake you must start back at 7
again.

Refer to the RFF challenge grid for:
● PDHPE
● Music

Optional ‘Can do’ Activities

https://www.mathletics.com/au/


Reading
Remember to
do some free
choice reading
every day.

You may find a
story on Epic
https://www.gete
pic.com/app/

Log into
Reading
Eggs/Eggspress
and complete a
lesson from your
map.

Spelling/Grammar
Play grapheme trek on
Soundwaves.

https://bit.ly/3AXIB1z
Password: make366

Maths:
Create a
coin
If you had
your own
coin, what
would it look
like? Create
your own
coin, using
the
worksheet
provided
and write
about why
the symbols
you chose
are
important to
you.

PDHPE
Spike Ball Family Fun
You can play this game by yourself or with a partner.
How to play:
It's very similar to handball.
You need a ball and a designated goal or area. (Your goal could be a hula hoop, mini trampoline,
circle drawn with chalk etc.)

The aim of the game is to keep the ball moving using any part of your body. To get a point you must
bounce the ball in the goal and keep playing until the ball no longer moves. Count your points.
Watch this video for more information:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sCGtPClIWAkbrecwrO1_2oPdtxnbZNZ_/view?usp=sharing

Extra activities
- Brain break activities

Finished your work and not sure what to do now? Click here to access a list of ideas https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NhanxUgLZ5AIv0S8qKKPDyh5RhHqUVsq/view?usp=sharing

https://www.getepic.com/app/
https://www.getepic.com/app/
https://bit.ly/3AXIB1z
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sCGtPClIWAkbrecwrO1_2oPdtxnbZNZ_/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NhanxUgLZ5AIv0S8qKKPDyh5RhHqUVsq/view?usp=sharing


Name:__________________               Persuasive Writing               Monday Week 2 Term 4 

 

Brainstorming and Planning 

List 3 ways that we use planning our lives, e.g. trips to 

Queensland, building a playhouse, designing a website, etc. 

1.________________________________________ 
2._______________________________________ 
3._______________________________________ 
 

Think about situations where you might need to persuade others, e.g. 

persuading a friend to play a certain game, persuading a parent to cook a 

particular meal or persuading a teacher to do a special activity. Write as 

many situations as you can think of on the lines below. 

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

LI:  To understand that planning is an important part of writing a persuasive text. 

                   S.C. Can I...                                                        Self-Assessment ✓ 

• Can I list ways that we use planning in our lives?  

• Can I write about situations where we might need to persuade others?  

• Can I edit my work using CUPS?  



Name:__________________               Persuasive Writing               Monday Week 2 Term 4 

 

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

__________________________________________ 



 

 

This week we are exploring 
the ‘z’ sound.  

How many words can you 
think of which contain this 

sound? 

 Brainstorm words which 
use the letters  

z, zz and s  

to represent this sound. 

  

 

zz 

s 

z 



Match the Missing Coins

© ClickView Pty Limited 2016

Below are the shapes of Australia’s six coins - but they are missing their pictures and values!

STEP 1: Cut out the pictures and paste them on the correct coin. 

STEP 2: In the white box, write the correct value of each coin.

STEP 3: In the lines underneath the coins, write their value. For example: “two dollars”.

STEP 4: Finally, colour code your coins! Colour the silver coins grey, and the gold coins yellow.



If you had your own coin, what would it look like?
Create your own coin and write about why the symbols you chose are important to you. 

My coin  ___________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

Heads Tails

© ClickView Pty Limited 2016

CREATE-A-COIN!







Tuesday
Daily Check in
● Open Seesaw Class to read your Daily Message from your teacher
● Check in with your teacher by completing the Daily Check In google form. This will show your attendance for the day.
● Optional Zoom Lesson at 10.30am. The link to the lesson will be posted to seesaw. Explicit teaching focus of zoom - Mathematics.

English
Reading
Select the same
reader from
yesterday from your
PM Reader App or a
book you have at
home.

Read the story
aloud. Remember to
use different voices
for each character.

Record, using the
voice record feature
in Seesaw, or write
what happened in
the beginning,
middle and end of
the story.

Writing
Brainstorming and Planning
When you are writing a persuasive
text, you need an idea or topic to
write about.

Have a look at the example ‘Books
are better than Movies’ in the pdf
slides.

Our topic is ‘Inside play vs outside
play’.

Use the template to:
1. Brainstorm all the ideas you

can think of FOR and AGAINST
the topic.

2. When you have finished
brainstorming, look at your
ideas and think about which
side you want to argue.

Keep this writing brainstorm for
tomorrow’s activity.

Take a picture of your work and
upload it to Seesaw.

Spelling/Grammar
Soundwaves unit 30
Read a book and add
‘z’ words to your list
from yesterday.

Handwriting
Complete the
handwriting pages for
‘Ee’ using the
template. Remember
to use a sharp pencil!

Maths: Money
Warm up:
Watch the Counting Australian Coins video: https://safesha.re/2pq0

Find 6 x 5c coins, 5 x 10c coins, 4 x 20c coins and 2 x 50c coins. Make $1.00
as many different ways as you can, using the coins. Draw all the ways in
your workbook

Maths Activity 1: Select 5-10 items from a shopping catalogue.
(You can use an online catalogue and draw the item and its price tag.)

1.Cut out or draw the items.
2. Put them in order from the smallest to largest amount.
3. Write or draw what notes and coins you would need to use to pay for at
least 3 items. Take a photo and upload it to Seesaw

Maths Activity 2: How much money is in the jar worksheet
Determine the total amount of money in each jar. On the second page make
each total by cutting out the coins.

Something harder: How much money is in the jar extension worksheet.

Mathletics online task
Complete the assigned Mathletics activity https://www.mathletics.com/au/

https://safesha.re/2pq0
https://www.mathletics.com/au/


Refer to the RFF challenge grid for:
● PDHPE
● Library

Optional ‘Can do’ Activities

Reading
Remember to do
some free choice
reading every day.

You may find a story
on Epic
https://www.getepic.c
om/app/

Log into Reading
Eggs/Eggspress and
complete a lesson
from your map.

Spelling/
Grammar
Play the word matching game on
Soundwaves.
https://bit.ly/3AXIB1z

Password: make366

Science &
Technology
Forces and Energy

Investigation
Use your toy car
launcher you made
last week and
investigate what
happens when we
change the strength of
a force. Record your
results for each level
of force.

Complete the
worksheets in your
workbook to show
what you have
discovered.

*Keep the launcher for
next week’s lesson.

Maths: Ordering coins and
notes worksheet

Extra activities
● Brain break activities

Finished your work and not sure what to do now? Click here to access a list of ideas
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NhanxUgLZ5AIv0S8qKKPDyh5RhHqUVsq/view?usp=sharing

https://www.getepic.com/app/
https://www.getepic.com/app/
https://bit.ly/3AXIB1z
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NhanxUgLZ5AIv0S8qKKPDyh5RhHqUVsq/view?usp=sharing


Name:__________________              Persuasive Writing                 Tuesday Week 2 Term 4 

 

Inside Play vs Outside Play 

1. Brainstorm all the ideas you can think of FOR and AGAINST the topic. 
2. Look at your ideas and think about which side you want to argue.  

For Against 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

LI:  To understand that planning is an important part of writing a persuasive text. 

                   S.C. Can I...                                                        Self-Assessment ✓ 

• Can I list ideas that are for and against my topic?  

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Soccerball_mark.svg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Soccerball_mark.svg
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
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Ee Ee Ee Ee Ee Ee  

Each bee tries not 

Trace, then copy.
To form an 'e', start in the middle, and go out, up, out and around.



to sneeze in the sweet 

honey. Every Easter 

Evie eats everyone's 

excellent eggs. 







How Much Money is in the Jar?

Page 1 of 3



How Much Money is in the Jar?
Make the following totals in the money jars by cutting out the coins on the 
next page.

15c

25c

60c

80c

75c

30c

Page 2 of 3



Page 3 of 3



How Much Money is in the Jar?

Page 1 of 3



How Much Money is in the Jar?
Make the following totals in the money jars by cutting out the coins on the 
next page.

$1.00

$2.10

$1.50

$1.85

$2.40

$1.10

Page 2 of 3



Page 3 of 3



 











Wednesday
Daily Check in
● Open Seesaw Class to read your Daily Message from your teacher
● Check in with your teacher by completing the Daily Check In google form. This will show your attendance for the day.
● Optional Zoom Lesson at 10.30am. The link to the lesson will be posted to seesaw. Explicit teaching focus of zoom - RFF Subjects.

English
Reading
Select a new reader
from your PM
Reader App or a
book you have at
home. Read the
story aloud.

What questions
would you like to ask
the author? Record,
using the voice
record feature in
Seesaw, or write
down 5 questions
you have for the
author after reading
the story.

Log into Reading
Eggs/Eggspress and
complete a lesson
from your map.

Writing
Brainstorming and Planning
Using yesterday’s brainstorm:
1. Select your 3 main ideas.

Select the 3 strongest ideas
by choosing the ones that
seem the most convincing
or important.

2. Can you join any ideas
together?

3. What ideas should be
deleted as they are not
strong/convincing?

Use the template to write your 3
best and strongest ideas in full
sentences.

Remember to re-read your
writing and check for:
❏ C - Capital letters 
❏ U - Understanding, Does it
make sense?
❏ P - Punctuation
❏ S - Spelling/Spaces

Take a picture of your work and
upload it to Seesaw.

Spelling/
Grammar
Soundwaves unit
30
Complete the
Soundwaves
activity ‘page 1.’

Maths: Money
Warm Up: Watch The Australian Mint.
You will need your DET login to view this clickview video.
https://online.clickview.com.au/libraries/videos/32787255/gadgets-and-gizmos-the-australian-mint

Worded money problems
1. At the shops I bought an apple for 20c and a banana for 30c, how much do I

have to pay?
2. Stamps cost 40c each, how much would 2 stamps cost?
3. A pen costs $2.00, how much would 5 pens cost?
4. Lollipops cost 5c each, how much for 10?
5. Tina finds two 50c coins in her piggy bank. How much does she have?
6. Doug buys 2 apples(35c) at the school fruit shop and gives one to his friend.

How much does he spend?

Maths Activity: Create a fake shop
Decide which items from home you will sell and create 50c, 20c, $1.00, $2.00 and
$1.50 price tags. Label your items and sell your products to a few family members or
toys. Each shopper has a budget of $2.00.

● Calculate the total amount spent?
● Do your customers have the right amount of money?
● Give your customer change.
● Take a photo of your shop and upload it to Seesaw.

Something harder:
What change would your customer need if they paid using $5?

Mathletics online task
Complete the assigned Mathletics activity https://www.mathletics.com/au/

https://online.clickview.com.au/libraries/videos/32787255/gadgets-and-gizmos-the-australian-mint
https://www.mathletics.com/au/


Refer to the RFF challenge grid for:
● PDHPE

Optional ‘Can do’ Activities

Reading
Remember to do
some free choice
reading every day.

You may find a story
on Epic
https://www.getepic.c
om/app/

Log into Reading
Eggs/Eggspress and
complete a lesson
from your map.

Spelling/
Grammar
Play unjumbler on Soundwaves
https://bit.ly/3AXIB1z
Password: make366

Extra activities
● Brain break activities

Maths:
Money
Matching
Worksheet
Draw a line to
match the
notes and coins
on the left to
the amount on
the right.

Geography
People’s Connections to Places - People Visit Places

The place that children go to most frequently is school. Learn about the challenges
students face in other parts of the world. What challenges do you face in getting to
school right now?

Answer the questions verbally as you work through the activities. Click on the
interactive PDF to view the video and resources.

Complete the templates as you work through the lesson. Use Google Earth to locate
school and your home.

Use the class code to access the lesson using the link or QR code:
http://inq.co/class/243e
Class code: 9776

Finished your work and not sure what to do now? Click here to access a list of ideas
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NhanxUgLZ5AIv0S8qKKPDyh5RhHqUVsq/view?usp=sharing

https://www.getepic.com/app/
https://www.getepic.com/app/
https://bit.ly/3AXIB1z
http://inq.co/class/243e
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NhanxUgLZ5AIv0S8qKKPDyh5RhHqUVsq/view?usp=sharing


Name:__________________                Persuasive Writing            Wednesday Week 2 Term 4 
 

 

 
Brainstorming and Planning 

Using yesterday’s brainstorm: 
1. Select your 3 main ideas. Select the 3 strongest ideas by choosing 

the ones that seem the most convincing or important.  
2. Can you join any ideas together?  
3. What ideas should be deleted as they are not strong/convincing?  
 

Idea 1: 

_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________ 
 
Idea 2: 

_________________________________________

LI:  To understand that planning is an important part of writing a persuasive text. 

                   S.C. Can I...                                                        Self-Assessment ✓ 

• Can I list ideas that are for and against my topic?  

• Can I identify strong and convincing ideas?  

• Can I write in full sentences?  

• Can I edit my work using CUPS?  

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Soccerball_mark.svg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Soccerball_mark.svg
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/


Name:__________________                Persuasive Writing            Wednesday Week 2 Term 4 
 

 

_________________________________________
________________________________________ 
 
Idea 3: 
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
________________________________________ 
 

 





$7.10

$26.30

$15.50

$8.40

$62.05

$12.50

$52.10

$14.15

$3.95

$3.80

Money Matching
Draw a line to match the notes and coins on the left to the amount on the right.

visit twinkl.com.au



Lesson 1 
People Visit Places 

Unit 3 
People’s Connections to Places

Year 1 / 2 G
eography 

People and Places 
©

 Inquisitive Pty Ltd
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Lesson 1 
People Visit Places 

Unit 3 
People’s Connections to Places

Year 1 / 2 G
eography 

People and Places 
©

 Inquisitive Pty Ltd
7

W
hen people m

ove house they usually m
ove less than 10 kilom

etres aw
ay 

from
 their old hom

e.

W
hy do you think m

ost people stay living close to w
here they grew

 up? 
W

rite your reasons in the boxes around the m
aze.

9



Thursday
Daily Check in
● Open Seesaw Class to read your Daily Message from your teacher
● Check in with your teacher by completing the Daily Check In google form. This will show your attendance for the day.
● Optional Zoom Lesson at 10.30am. The link to the lesson will be posted to seesaw. Explicit teaching focus of zoom - Writing.

English
Reading
Choose a non
fiction book to
read from the PM
reader app, Epic or
a book you have at
home.

Write down 3
interesting facts you
have learnt in your
work book.

Spelling/
Grammar
Soundwaves
unit 30
Complete the
Soundwaves
activity ‘page
2.’

Writing
Creative Writing
Would you rather have a magic carpet
that flies or a see-through
submarine? Using the template, write
about which one you would choose
and why it is the better choice.
Describe what your choice looks like.

Remember to re-read your writing and
check for:
❏ C - Capital letters 
❏ U - Understanding, Does it make
sense?
❏ P - Punctuation
❏ S - Spelling/Spaces

Take a picture of your work and upload
it to Seesaw.

Maths - 3D Objects
Warm Up: https://safesha.re/2pq1

Counting: Start at 3 and count by 5s, e.g. 3, 8, 13. What pattern do you notice?
Count by 5s from a different starting number.
Count backwards by 5s from 100.

Money
What coins can you use to pay 55c exactly?
What are 2 ways you can pay 55c exactly using 5 coins or less?
What are 2 ways you can pay 65c using 5 coins or less?

Optional:Something Harder:
What are all the ways you can pay 55c exactly using 5 or fewer coins?
What are all the ways you can pay 65c using 5 or fewer coins?

Maths Activity:
1.Complete the worksheet: 3D Objects - What are their parts?
2.Go on a shape hunt around your house. Look for cubes, rectangular prisms,
spheres and cylinders. If you are lucky you might find a pyramid or a hexagonal
prism. Photograph 10 x 3D objects you find and label them. Label or highlight
some edges, vertices (corners), faces or curved surfaces on Seesaw.

Optional: Something Harder
Watch this video and have a go at drawing 3D objects: https://safesha.re/2pq3

Mathletics online task
Complete the assigned Mathletics activity
https://www.mathletics.com/au/

https://safesha.re/2pq1
https://safesha.re/2pq3
https://www.mathletics.com/au/


Refer to the RFF challenge grid for:
● PDHPE
● Library

Optional ‘Can do’ Activities

Reading
Remember to do some free choice
reading every day.

You may find a story on Epic
https://www.getepic.com/app/

Log into Reading Eggs/Eggspress
and complete a lesson from your
map.

Spelling/Grammar
Use the segmenting tool to segment
words into sounds on Soundwaves.
https://bit.ly/3AXIB1z

Password: make366

Extra activities
Brain break activities

Maths
Use construction toys of your choice to
make 3D objects. If you don’t have
construction toys you could use cotton
swabs and/or toothpicks and blue tack.
Make as many 3D objects as you can.
Take a photo and label them. Upload
to Seesaw for your teacher.

PD/H
Mindfulness Focus: Positive relationships
Listening is an important skill in positive
relationships. It is important to take turns
speaking when you are having a
conversation.

- Have a conversation with a parent,
carer or sibling and see which of your
five senses you use.

- Try to listen to the other person
without interrupting.

How do you feel when someone really listens
to you and understands your point of view?

Record your answer and post it to your
teacher on Seesaw.

Optional - Sign up for smiling mind website.
https://www.smilingmind.com.au/

Extra activities
Brain break activities

Finished your work and not sure what to do now? Click here to access a list of ideas
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NhanxUgLZ5AIv0S8qKKPDyh5RhHqUVsq/view?usp=sharing

https://www.getepic.com/app/
https://bit.ly/3AXIB1z
https://www.smilingmind.com.au/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NhanxUgLZ5AIv0S8qKKPDyh5RhHqUVsq/view?usp=sharing


Name:___________________               Creative Writing                 Thursday Week 2 Term 4 
 

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

Would you rather have a magic carpet that flies or a see-through submarine? 
Write about which one you would choose and why it is the better choice. 
Describe what your choice looks like. 
Draw your picture. 

 

Can I include? 
 4+ sentences 
 Capital letters 
 Full stops 
 Finger spaces 

 
 Adjectives 
 Similes 
 Have I used ‘because’? 
 Does it make sense? 



Name:___________________               Creative Writing                 Thursday Week 2 Term 4 

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________  
 





3D Objects – What are their parts? 
1. Write the names of 3 3D objects that have edges and vertices 

(corners). 

_________________  _________________  __________________ 

 

2. Write the names of 2 3D objects that have a curved surface. 

______________________     ________________________ 

 

3. Label the parts of these 3D objects and write their names.  
 

This shape is called a _____________________. 

 
 

 
This shape is called a ________________________ . 

                

Curved boundary Flat surface 



 



Friday
Daily Check in
● Open Seesaw Class to read your Daily Message from your teacher
● Check in with your teacher by completing the Daily Check In google form. This will show your attendance for the day.
● Optional Zoom Lesson at 10.30am. The link to the lesson will be posted to seesaw. Explicit teaching focus of zoom - Mathematics.

English
Reading
Read a book from the PM
Reader App or a book you
have at home.

Describe the main
character’s appearance
and personality in the
story.

You can record your
response by using the
voice record feature in
Seesaw or write it down in
your work book.

Writing
Creative Writing
Raining diamonds! Use the
picture prompt and
template to write an
imaginative story.

Record yourself reading
this aloud and upload a
video to Seesaw.

Remember to re-read
your writing and check
for:
❏ C - Capital letters 
❏ U - Understanding, Does
it make sense?
❏ P - Punctuation
❏ S - Spelling/Spaces

Spelling/
Grammar
Soundwaves unit
30

1.Use the list
words on the
Soundwaves
program to play
‘Apples on a tree’
with someone in
your family.

2. Mark your
soundwaves
activity pages from
Wednesday and
Thursday using
the answers

Maths - 2D Shapes
Warm Up: https://safesha.re/2pq8

Counting: Start with 48 and count back by 5s. What pattern do you notice?
Count back by 5s starting with a different number. Is there a pattern?
Use a 100s chart to help you if you need to.

Money
What coins can you use to pay 70c exactly?
What are 2 ways you can pay 70c exactly using 5 or fewer coins?
What are 2 ways you can pay 80c using 5 or fewer coins?

Optional:Something Harder:
What are all the ways you can pay 70c exactly using 5 or less coins?
What are all the ways you can pay 80c using 5 or less coins?

Maths Activity:
Collect a variety of small 3D objects from around the house such as small boxes
and cylinders. If you are lucky you might find a cone or a prism. You should only
collect shapes that have at least one flat surface or face. You will not need any
spheres for this activity.

Choose one of the 3D objects and place it in your workbook or on a blank piece
of paper. Trace around the face of the object. Can you name the 2D shape that
you have just drawn? It might be a circle, rectangle or square. Try to trace around
all the faces of your 3D object and name the 2D shapes that you draw. Repeat
this activity with 2 more 3D objects. Take a photo of your work and upload it for
your teacher. Watch the video if you are unsure.

https://safesha.re/2pq8


2D Shape Match
Complete the worksheet 2D Shape Match.

Something Harder:
Follow the instructions in Origami Animal Faces to create some fun origami
animals.

Mathletics online task
Complete the assigned Mathletics activity
https://www.mathletics.com/au/

Refer to the RFF challenge grid for:
● PDHPE
● Music

Optional ‘Can do’ Activities

Reading
Remember to do some free choice reading every day.

You may find a story on Epic
https://www.getepic.com/app/

Log into Reading Eggs/Eggspress and complete a
lesson from your map.

Extra activities
● Brain break activities

Spelling/
Grammar
Play the word
matching game on
Soundwaves. 
https://bit.ly/3AXIB
1z

Password:
make366

Visual Art
Colour Wheel
Colour wheels show us how colours are related and even teach us how to create
new colours! Did you know there are only three primary colours? They are red,
blue and yellow. Primary colours cannot be made from other colours, but they can
be mixed together to make new colours! The secondary colours are green,
orange and violet (purple) and they can be made by mixing together the two
closest primary colours on the wheel. Artists use the colours on this wheel to
create all the colours of the rainbow!

Today’s art challenge is to create a colour wheel using objects you have at home.
Make sure you have your colours in the correct order on the wheel!

https://www.mathletics.com/au/
https://www.getepic.com/app/
https://bit.ly/3AXIB1z
https://bit.ly/3AXIB1z


Drama
Speak Up!
This exercise demonstrates how important it is to project your voice. Mark three
spots with a stuffed toy, bean bag, or other object about 2 metres apart; the first
one is close to the speaker, the second 2 metres away (2 big steps), and the third
4 metres away (4 big steps). Look at the first object and say a short sentence of
your choice. Then speak to the second object and then the third. You must
increase the volume of your voice each time.

How loud would you need to speak if you were an actor on a stage so that the
audience seated in the back row of the theatre can hear you?

Finished your work and not sure what to do now? Click here to access a list of ideas
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NhanxUgLZ5AIv0S8qKKPDyh5RhHqUVsq/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NhanxUgLZ5AIv0S8qKKPDyh5RhHqUVsq/view?usp=sharing


Name:___________________               Creative Writing                   Friday Week 2 Term 4 
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Raining diamonds! 
Write a story about what is happening in the picture. 

Can I include? 
 4+ sentences 
 Capital letters 
 Full stops 
 Finger spaces 

 
 Adjectives 
 Similes 
 Have I used ‘because’? 
 Does it make sense? 
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2D Shape Match
Cover each box with the correct 2D shape.

I am a 
hexagon.

I am a 
circle.

I have 3 
sides.

I am a 
rectangle

I have no 
angles.

I am a 
triangle.

I have 4 equal 
sides and 4 

equal angles.

I am a 
rhombus.

I have opposite 
sides that are 

equal.

I have 4 equal 
sides and my 

opposite angles 
are equal.

I have 6 
sides.

I am a 
square.



2D Shape Match - Shapes
Cut out the 2D shapes to use on the shape match mat.



Animal Faces
Pig

Step 1 – Fold to make 
creases and fold back.

Step 3

Step 4 Step 6

Step 7

Step 2

Step 5

Step 8 – Add some 
eyes and a nose.



Step 1 Step 2 – Fold to make 
a crease and fold back.

Step 3

Step 4 Step 5
Step 6 – Add some 

eyes and a nose.

Animal Faces
Dog



Step 5 Step 6

Step 8 Step 9 Step 10 – Add some 
eyes and a nose.

Step 7 –  Turn the 
koala’s face over.

Step 1 – Fold to 
make a crease only. 

Step 2 Step 3 Step 4

Animal Faces
Koala



Optional Weekly Brain Breaks:
Some suggestions for ‘Technology free’ brain breaks this week

Have a reading break Have a water break Have a mindfulness break Have a movement break Have a construction break

Do a puzzle Draw! Have a dance break Have a healthy snack break Have a singing break
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